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17,20,17to and four other solutions appear in a novel of 2001. Shaded cells indicate another relevant character.

One solution is a medical term not typically found in dictionaries.

16 Natural disaster bound for sailors just
seconds from dashing admiral's boat (7)

17, 20, 17to New compiler's potential
conceals one rather unfortunate character
(7,7,5)

20 See 17ac
23ba Revolutionary shot incorporating digital

effects to show 22aw and others (3,4)
25ba See 8dn
26 Inlet formed when wind changes direction

(3)

Away & Towards
1 Secure structures in which to see a

cardinal? (5)
2 You might hold up traffic with this sort of

horse (5)
12to I throw ring back for some old Greek

coins (5)
13to Such a large group of animals gathered

(5)
15 Who's keen to go on after every other

character's turned back? (2-3)
17to See 17ac
18to Father meets new danger at sea (5)
19to Furious maritime criminal loses his

head (5)
20 One working with stone shows mother

with her boy (5)
21 Did spring burst into 17to? (5)
22 Fierce individual beginning to get into

row (5)
27to Mr Bean endlessly fumbles for light (5)

Down & Up
2 Amazon Alexa's taken over in multiple

areas (5)
4 Clumsy, popular pet bringing lead inside

(5)
5, 6 On steroids to sort out areas involved in

skin graft (5,5)
6 See 5dn
7 Old Asian country's king ousted by

millions in Muslim clothing (5)
8, 25ba Forest dweller cracked a nut after

failing to finish fruit (5-4)
9 Love doctor gets under naked baby

boomer (1-4)
11 It's a good thing you want to understand a

clue like this (5)
12 Willow does fine art now and then (5)
13 Scavenger reportedly greeting space

opera's final frontier (5)
20up Your setter skips tea then drops an E

with fruit (5)
24up Scruffs in Italian city wasting lira (5)

Across & Back
2ba Meditation gets you halfway to climax

(3)
3 Chameleon in three dimensions? That's

crazy! (4)

6 Saboteur's prepared to give up outline of
trade secret (3,4)

10 Aquatic mammal initially observed
crossing huge body of water (3,4)

14 Famous zoologist's getting bearings,
cutting through short vine (7)
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